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Grade 6

Stories in Art

Walter Ellison "Train Station"
Kicking Bear "Battle of Little Big Horn"
About the Artists:
Walter Ellison (1900-1977) was born in Eatonton, Georgia. He moved to Chicago during the
Great Migration. He was a teenager when he left his Southern home for the Northern city. His move
was a part of the Great Migration which took place between 1910 and 1970. During this time millions
of African Americans moved from the poverty of the South to find new jobs in the industrial cities of
the North.
Ellison studied at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago and exhibited his paintings in the
American Negro Exposition, held in Chicago in 1940. He also exhibited in the city's South Side
Community Art Center. He painted scenes from his won life that tell both his story and the story of
other African Americans living during the early 20th century.
About the Painting:
This painting shows a train station Georgia. White passengers are boarding the southbound
trains for vacations, while black passengers are boarding the northbound trains for work in the northern
industrial cities. Ellison painted this scene in 1936, this was the time of the "Jim Crow laws which
required public spaces to provide one waiting room for blacks and another for whites. Trains also had
separate cars for the two races.
Kicking Bear was an Oglala Indian by birth, and through marriage joined the Minneconjou
Tribe and became a band chief. Both the Oglala and the Minneconjou belong to the Lakota Nation.
Kicking Bear distinguished himself in several battles to protect Lakota land during the War for the
Black Hills (1876-77), including the battle at Little Big Horn Creek.
Kicking Bear was a leader in the Ghost Dance religious movement, practiced a century ago by
Indian men and women in the belief that it would restore them and their deceased a disappearing way of
life. The U. S. Army stopped the movement with the Wounded Knee massacre. Kicking Bear was
arrested and imprisoned at Fort Sheridan, Illinois. In 1891 his sentence was commuted provided he join
the European tour of Buffalo Bill Cody's Wild West Show. Kicking Bear found the experience
humiliating. After a year-long tour, Kicking Bear returned to the Pine Ridge Reservation in South
Dakota to care for his family.
A tradition of painting thrived among the Lakota long before contact with European settlers.
Because the Lacota were a nomadic people, hide painting was a tradition which simplified mobility.
Hide painting filled both personal and social functions. Buffalo hides were used to record conquests,
deeds, ritual and celebration. Early drawings adorned robes, shields and tepees. The European settlers
hunted buffalo to the brink of extinction. Eventually the Lakota substituted canvas and muslin cloth for
the buffalo skin. European Americans interested in these traditional paintings supplied art materials to
these Lakota, creating a market for their narrative painting.

About the Painting:
In 1898, more than twenty years after the event, Kicking Bear painted his account of the Battle
of Little Big Horn at the request of artist Fredrick Remington. General George Armstrong Custer can
be seen in yellow buckskins at the left side of the painting. Sitting Bull, Rain-in-the-Face, Crazy
Horse, and Kicking Bear stand in the open center area. The figures in the upper left represent departing
spirits of dead soldiers.

Topics for Discussion:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What different ways are the people dressed in these two paintings?
Where these painted at different times in American history? How can you tell?
From looking at each picture can you tell what story each portrays?
If these are paintings from a time other than now how can you tell?
Is there anything in either of these paintings that look familiar to you?
Do you have a story you would like to tell in a painting?

Hands-on Art Activity: Tell a Story Through Art
Materials:

Paper (drawing app. 11 "x 14")
Pencil
Color Pencils

Directions:
1. Think carefully about a story from literature that you would like to tell in pictures.
2. Draw a story from literature that you best remember.
3. Ask students to include the place (indoors, outdoors, country, city) and the main characters.
4. Carefully highlight important features of the story using colored pencil.
5. Make sure student signs their name on the front when finished.

